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We are proud to present the Renovation show by the Blood Dumpster art collective
of Brooklyn, NY, an exhibit of illustrations, paintings, photography and sculpture. The
show focuses on analyzing the works from the Renaissance and presenting them in a
contemporary context. Few periods of art have held quite the impact as the Renaissance,
whether it was learning from the techniques of rendering and composition to even a
complete rebellion against it. The works from that time challenged both painter and the
viewer's way of thinking.
The exhibit holds a variety of art in the style and with the techniques of Renaissance
masters with a focus on perspective, chiaroscuro, realism, and meticulous composition.
However, in true Blood Dumpster fashion, the artists find the darker side of these classical
themes and apply an ominous tone. Various works focus on religion's role in the present,
allegories of today and modern myth. Many emphasize mathematics and sciences that
develop our current technologies and that which we are on the brink of discovering
and developing. Classical studies of figures with a modern ideal of the body as well as
reinterpretations of classic compositions and imagery will be present.
The show will explore this theme through various mediums and through the many distinct
voices of the Blood Dumpster art collective. Often dark or harsh, the artists' works paint
a very different picture of what the Renaissance means to the moment of now.
The Blood Dumpster is a NYC based artist's collective of all disciplines that seeks to
discuss social, personal, political, and environmental topics with diverse interpretations,
investigations and explanations of particular themes.
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